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@hhtswandsworth 

HHTS is a Medical Pupil Referral Unit that provides 

education for a diverse range of students, aged 5-

18, who are experiencing a severe or chronic illness, 

have mental health issues or are pregnant/young 

parents.  

 

Our students have the opportunity to make acceler-

ated progress through personalised learning pro-

grammes delivered by exceptional practitioners in 

small groups or one to one tuition. Our approach is 

underpinned by our UNICEF RIGHTS Respecting 

values based on the UN Convention on the Rights of 

the Child and focused on developing every child’s 

uniqueness, wellbeing and potential.  

 

The service operates over two sites, St George’s 

Classroom at St George’s Hospital and CAMHS 

Campus School at Springfield University Hospital 

and comprises:  

 

St George’s Hospital Classroom  

 

CAMHS Campus School: Springfield University 

Hospital 

 Aquarius Acute Adolescent Psychiatric Unit 

(CAMHS)  

 Wisteria National Adolescent Eating Disorder 

Unit (CAMHS)  

 Corner House National Deaf Service 

(CAMHS)  

 

Community Provision  

 Medical Needs Home Tuition  

 Community Education Programme  

 Reintegration Programme  

 Outreach Programme  

 Teenage Pregnancy and Young Parents  

 Programme  

Welcome to the Christmas Newsletter showing a 

snapshot of our Autumn term. This includes our 

evolving Science curriculum with numerous experi-

ments, a new bird feeder, visiting snails and our new 

pet fish in their beautiful aquarium. Our students 

have loved the regular inclusion of these creatures in 

their learning. Students have made beautiful artworks 

with the Wallace collection and moving poems for the 

Tower Poetry Competition. Students took part in the 

Global Maths Challenge with a huge Sierpinski Trian-

gle now adoring our walls. Our Subpac vests arrived  

earlier this term enabling deaf and hearing impaired 

students a new way to access sound and music. We 

received a visit from the Deaf Rave Crew who are pio-

neering the use of these in music clubs. We are look-

ing forward to our forthcoming dance lessons by a 

deaf dance teacher and therapeutic meditation ses-

sions!  

It has been a busy term in the classrooms but it has 

also had unusual quiet periods, as wards on both hos-

pital sites have been temporarily closed at different 

points. During this time our staff have been involved 

in the training programme for the new Wisteria ward 

due to re-open in January. We also used these tem-

porary closures as an opportunity to increase our 

offer to students and schools in Wandsworth.  This 

increased partnership working between vulnerable 

young people and their schools has been hugely re-

warding and one we look forward to building upon. 

Wishing all our parents, pupils and schools a very 

happy holiday, 

Tara and the WHHTS Team 

Autumn 2019 Edition  
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Corner House 

Corner House students enjoyed a lovely visit from the Wallace Collection in the 

Autumn term. We learnt about the history of the Wallace Collection and looked 

at a range of their portraits. Artist Marie-Therese ran a fantastic session, work-

ing with charcoal and graphite, focusing on creating areas of light and shade. 

The students really enjoyed the session and produced some fantastic portraits.  

Autumn Festivals 

As part of our Autumn festivals theme, 

one Corner House student learnt about 

the traditions around Bonfire Night. On 

November the 5th, we made a shopping 

list, bought ingredients and made choco-

late dipped apples with sprinkles! The stu-

dent also learnt the story of Guy Fawkes 

and enjoyed learning 

how to sign the rhyme 

‘Remember, Remember 

the 5
th
 of November’.  
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Corner House 

 

Corner House are really pleased to receive the Subpacs purchased using the 
Youth Opportunity Fund grant that we successfully ap-
plied for last term. 

Subpacs are a new way to experience sound. They 
are a vibrating device that you strap to your back. This 
then vibrates to help you experience and feel the mu-
sic. 

We are really excited at the opportu-
nities this new equipment will create. 
We are looking forward to organising 
Subpac dance lessons with a Deaf 
dance teacher, therapeutic medita-
tion sessions and music sound baths 
amongst other wonderful things!  

We would also like to say a huge thank you to Steve 
Snooks from Subpac and Troi Lee from the Deaf Rave 

Crew, who visited us to demonstrate how the Subpacs work. 
 
It was fascinating to hear both Steve and Troi’s career history, and how they met 
through their mutual love of music. Troi Lee is an active member in the Deaf com-
munity organising Deaf 
Raves and has worked 
closely with Steve to devel-
op Subpacs and enhance 
Deaf people’s access to 
rave music. 
 
The students all chose a fa-
vourite tune and experi-
enced the vests vibrating to 
music. Troi played music 
popular in Deaf Raves and 
Steve played us therapeutic 
music to be used in conjunc-
tion with the Subpacs. A re-
ally exciting and memorable 
afternoon! 

School staff try out the new Subpacs. 

Cathie (teacher, far left) with Troi (left), Steve (centre) and students/staff. 
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Corner House 

 
We were lucky with the Autumn sunshine this term and took a walk in the com-

munity garden to capture photographs of things we could see, touch, smell. 

The garden is a very beautiful, therapeutic area for service users here and 

great for the students to get outdoors, spotting spiders and fish and smelling 

herbs. We had been working on question words and this week’s focus was: 

What?. The walk fitted in perfectly with our reading book and learning focus. 

Thank you, Waterstones! 

A big thank you to Wandsworth 
Waterstones!  
 
The Wandsworth branch of 
Waterstones gifted us a £10 
voucher earlier in the year. 
 
After much debate, we finally decided to buy a copy of 
Philip Pullman’s new book, The Book of Dust. We all look 
forward to reading it with the students in the New Year. 
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Corner House, Aquarius and  

Wisteria Classrooms 

Christmas Activities Week! 

 

As part of the Christmas Activities Week, students in Aquarius and Corner House 

learnt to cross stitch and re-created Christmas patterns. They were very patient and 

produced some lovely stitching. 

The 2019 general election – the first Winter 

vote in the UK since 1923 – took place on 

Thursday 12th of December.  

We set up our own polling station in the class-

room. Staff and students were invited to vote. 

The results... Labour won by a comfortable 

majority! 

Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms 

During Christmas Ac-

tivities Week, pupils 

took part in a Christ-

mas wrapping compe-

tition. 

The final challenge 

was to wrap a member 

of staff! Students and 

staff had great fun. 

Christmas Activities Week! 
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Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms 

We had a visiting speaker from Peace Education who talked to 

the young people about WWII and the use of nuclear weapons, 

the countries which have 

them and why they were 

developed. He then told the 

story of Sadako and her pa-

per cranes. The young peo-

ple enjoyed making their own paper cranes.  

This lesson was very well  received, with pos-

itive feedback from both students and staff. 

Earlier this term, we were presented with 

100 daffodil bulbs to plant in memory of 

Peter Barr, the daffodil King, thanks to a 

local history project.  Peter Barr, who had a 

nursery in Tooting, travelled the world in 

search of daffodils and did much to popu-

larise the bold yellow blooms that light up 

vases and verges everywhere.  We now 

look forward to the bulbs blooming in the 

Spring.  

Peter Barr, 

“Daffodil King”  

Daffodils Galore! 

In our British Sign Language (BSL) lessons this term, students 
(and staff!) have been learning BSL signs related to a variety 
of topics including Halloween, Bonfire Night and Christmas. 
We recently learned how to sign the 12 Days of Christmas 
and had lots of fun trying to sign it in time with the music! 
Here’s one of our students wishing you a Merry Christmas in 
BSL. 

Happy 
Christmas 
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English 

Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms 

Our work has been focussed on Literature texts this term, looking at An In-

spector Calls and a selection of 19
th
 Century texts.  We have spent time in-

vestigating the social and historical con-

text of Sherlock Holmes, with focus on the 

portrayal of the police force, in Conan 

Doyle’s short stories and novels.  This im-

age is of a teaching aid created by a stu-

dent to help others – using extremely fes-

tive gold card!   

Well done D! 

 

Tower Poetry Competition 

Students between the ages of 16-18 have been writing entries for the 20th 

Christopher Tower Poetry Competition.  This year’s theme is 'Trees',  and I 

hope our students, even those who have moved on, will continue to write 

and enter their work.  This is an extract from a poem is by L, and was influ-

enced by climate change protests in London at the time. 

Deforestation 

Deforestation is such a long word,  

How it rings in my ears. 

What a bad thing it is, 

Destroying the homes of the leaves. 

Habitats of monkeys disappeared 

Vanished. Gone, out of nowhere. 

The indigenous people, losing every-
thing they love  

To money thirsty people  

to make paper for thieves. 
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English 

Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms 

Wallace Collection visit 

We have been extremely lucky to welcome The Wallace Col-

lection to our classroom twice this term.  Staff and students 

alike enjoyed dressing up  and generating multi-media imag-

es.  Using chalk, pastel and graphite – our young people were 

able to explore their creativity with enthusiastic experts for a 

very productive afternoon.  Thank you so much for coming 

Amy and Marie-Therese! 

Global Maths 

Students took part in the Global Maths Lesson organised by Bubbly 
Maths.  We looked at fractals and how they are both beautiful and bountiful in na-
ture. Then by working together, we made a huge Sierpinski Triangle, for display. 

Maths  
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Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms 

We are already starting to knit 

for next year’s collection and 

aim to make some of these 

‘Octos’ for premature babies. 

Students and staff knitted these 

little booties, and other gar-

ments, which were donated to 

the Queen Mother’s Clothing 

Guild (QMCG). 

Our service was invited to St James’s 

Palace to view all the donations, which 

are then distributed to child and adult 

charities across the 

UK. 

We’ve had a great term in Art 

and the students have produced 

some fantastic work.  

We began with the topic of Colour: we looked 

first at the creation and purpose of the colour wheel, exploring 

along the way different artists throughout history noted for 

their use of colour. After further research, students then went 

on to produce beautiful work inspired by several key artists 

such as Kandinsky, Klimt, Monet and Matisse.                                

Klimt-inspired wooden blocks and clay tiles 

Kandinsky-inspired printed circles  

We then moved on to the topic of Car-

tography, looking at the skill of the map-

making artists from ancient times up to 

the present day. Students then had fun 

designing their own maps, and translat-

ing the designs into 3D pieces, exploring 

and using a wide range of materials in-

cluding mod-rock and clay. The results 

were beautiful.  
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Aquarius & Wisteria Classrooms 

Bringing the Classroom Alive: A Glimpse of the       

Orinoco 

Even in the heart of a London Autumn, the WHHTS classroom is 

brimming with life.  Our brand new aquarium is monitored and 

maintained by our students and provides a calm corner in which to 

relax and reflect. The aquarium also provides a dynamic focus for 

numerous science topics including ecosystems, the nitrogen cycle, adaptation and 

energy and nutrition. The 110 litre tank is currently home to 8 Neon Tetra fish which 

originate in the Orinoco Basin. Once the shoal has built up to twenty individuals, 

some students will use it to conduct 

their own animal behaviour projects 

leading to a CREST Award.  

Science 

Winter Visitors 

As the temperatures drop the newly 

erected bird feeder is attracting in-

creasing numbers of visitors migrat-

ing from the north. Students and 

staff are collecting 

data, showing that 

our most common 

visitor is currently 

the Great Tit. But, 

as Winter deepens, 

we hope to catch a 

glimpse of a Red-

wing from Siberia.  

A Snail’s Pace   

Our students spent an afternoon ob-

serving garden snails close up. Using hand 

lenses they observed the amazing adapta-

tions and behaviour of these gentle creatures. 

They drew detailed dia-

grams and devised an 

investigation to calculate 

the speed of each snail 

individually.  

Snapshot Safari 

Students have been helping scientists 

conserve animals in South Africa. Snap-

shot Safari is a citizen science project that 

allows us to view videos that have never 

been seen before. By classifying these 

videos, our students are helping scientists 

understand which types of management 

regime produce the biggest increase in 

biodiversity.  
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St George’s Classroom 

Students learnt how pressure 

is used to propel jets and 

hovercrafts.  

They learnt how to draw dia-

grams of air under high and 

Science 

Using balloons, string and straws, we made working 

models of jet engines and used balloons, bottle tops 

and old CDs to make hovercrafts.   

My prediction 

was correct! 

We discussed the topic of micro-organisms.  We 

looked at different types of micro-organisms such 

as bacteria, fungi and viruses and we picked out 

different places in an image where they could be 

living. We also discussed the good and bad things 

about micro-organisms. 

We further looked into the micro-organism yeast, 

which eats sugar and lets out a gas to help bread 

rise. We investigated how yeast reacts by putting 

some into a bottle, with water, and added different 

amounts of sugar. A balloon was attached to the 

top to capture the gas. Students understood how 

to make it a fair test, made predictions and ex-

plained their reasoning. We predicted that the bot-

tle with the most sugar blew up the balloon the 

most. Our predictions were correct! 
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St George’s Classroom 

 

 

The Museum of Childhood – Board Games 

We learnt about the history of toys and board games, and found 

out about the oldest toy in the museum; a doll dating back to 

1300BCE.  We played games such as Mousie Mousie, Draughts 

and Serpentino.  We learnt about the oldest board games of 

Chess and Mah Jong. We thoroughly enjoyed the  session. 

I won 

Mousie 

I’m concentrating 

on Serpentino! 

What a load of rubbish! 

Pupils in SGH classroom have been 

learning about rubbish and recycling. 

They have learnt how to sort rubbish 

into the various categories so it can be 

recycled. Michid really enjoyed sorting 

the rubbish and nearly fell into the rub-

bish bag! 

Recycling – Monster Friends! 

Instead of sending our rubbish off to the 

recycling centre, pupils created their very 

own monster friend to take home with 

them! They had fun selecting from a range 

of materials from our rubbish sack then 

creating their very own friend! 
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St George’s Classroom 

 

 

Did you know we still use someof the things the Ancient 

Greeks invented?  One of those things is the Olympics!  

 

We have enjoyed looking at the different 

sports played during Ancient Olympics 

and comparing them to Modern Olym-

pics. Then, we made our own Ancient 

Greek vase showing an Olympic sport  

History 

Chop off the tomato’s head and scoop 
out the organs – Ancient Egyptians 
would keep organs in Canopic jars. 

Dry the tomato as much as you can, clean with 
antibacterial gel and then cover with an equal 
mix of salt and bicarbonate of soda. 

We have been learning about the process of mummification and preserving 
pharaohs’ bodies, so that they can be recognised in the afterlife. 

We had a go at mummifying some tomatoes! They were very well preserved, 
even after 8 months! 

And there you have a preserved pharaoh’s 
head (tomato)! 
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St George’s Classroom 

Inspired by our Summer term Forest School INSET, we created our own special 

woodland classroom. We have been reading about Autumn and produced some 

wonderfully artistic work. 

Pupils had fun creating their very own creepy crawly creatures, using conker 

shells, clay and a variety of other collage materials. 

Did you know 

that conkers 

should not be 

eaten? They 

are poisonous 

and can cause 

paralysis!  

Diwali in St George’s! 

In art, pupils have enjoyed learning about the various artis-

tic creations which are made during Diwali. 

They learnt about the 

various wonderful 

types of rangoli pat-

terns which could be 

made using a vast 

range of materials. 
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St George’s Classroom 

Today we had a fun session about recycling with a lady called Deborah. First 

she read us a story it was called Michael Recycle which was about a stinky 

town that didn’t recycle. However, Michael came to save the town by telling 

them to recycle and reuse and reduce their weight of 

rubbish! Now   the town is much cleaner and doesn’t 

smell anymore! 

 

By Anne-Elisee 

Our Outreach Session 

Amelie has been completing school work during Home 

Tuition sessions. 

She has been learning how to use verbs, adjectives 

and adverbs. 

Amelie has planned her own story, which included an 

opening, a build-up, a resolution and an ending. She 

then extended her knowledge by writing her own story 

using exciting sentences with everything that she 

learned! 

She has illustrated and 

published her very own copy of the book entitled 

The Little Girl and the Wolf, using materials such as 

watercolour paints. Amelie will be able to take her 

book into her school when she returns in 2020! 

Well done Amelie! 
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St George’s Classroom 

One of our former home tuition students who was 

particularly creative has started up in business! 

She sells her work on the internet and also works in a 

craft shop on a weekly basis.  

Here is one of her wonderful creations! 

Pupils in SGH learnt about 

how stress affects sports 

people. They enjoyed dis-

cussing and creating post-

ers about what causes them the most 

stress! What causes you to feel 

stressed?  

SGH Classroom have been fortunate enough to have been given an Early Years 

table and chairs by the playroom! We are absolutely delighted and are currently 

setting up various story packs and activities to use on our newly donated table. 

We have also been lucky to receive donations of Duplo and Lego to use in the 

classroom. Thank you to everyone for supporting us! 

We have developed a number of themed tables which include a variety of ac-

tivities for the children to explore! 

THE ELMER TABLE 

I made an 

Elmer 

puppet ! 

Rebecca really enjoyed making an Elmer puppet 

when our Early Years table was all about one of 

our best loved elephants! 

THE GRUFFALO TABLE 

I helped set up the 

Gruffalo table. 
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St George’s Classroom 

THE TIGER WHO CAME TO TEA TABLE 

Parker and his parents really 

enjoyed listening to the story 

“The Tiger Who Came Tea”. 

They created a range of stick 

puppets together so Parker 

could retell the story in his 

own words! 

THE NUMBER TABLE 

Michid took an enthusiastic approach when working on 

the number table! Firstly, he was 

lucky enough to build the Duplo num-

ber train we had been given!  

This is like a 3D number line as each 

carriage has a number on its side.  

He completed a number formation 

and counting booklet with great care 

and accuracy! 

He worked at great speed, using 

most of the vast range of resources we had on the table. 

I have worked 

really hard today! 

We have a new website. Please have a look and tell us what you 

think! 

https://www.hhts.wandsworth.sch.uk/ 

https://www.hhts.wandsworth.sch.uk/

